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Abstract: We determine the asymptotic behaviour of trace Ce
S) as t +0 where
A5 is the Dirichiet Laplacian for a class of sirai regions in R
1 . Introduction
The relation between the geometry of an open region WcR and the
asymptotic behaviour of the spectrum of the Dirichiet Laplacian has
received a lot of attention. The classical result of Weyl [1] states
that if W is bounded and has volume IWI and the volume IWI of the boundary
W is zero then the partition function
tAW
ZW(t) = trace Ce ) , t>O (1)
satisfies
JW I
lim Z(t) t2 = (2)
t+O (4)n/2
The asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues can be got from (2) by a
standard Tauberian theorem. This was of great importance at the time since
it settled in the affirmative the conjecture of Lorentz that the leading
term in the asymptotic expansion of the eigenvalue distribution depends only
on the volume of the region and not on its shape. Weyl used the theory of
integral equations; insight into the result was given by Kac [2,14] who,
using probabilistic techniques, showed that the diagonal element K(,:t)
of the heat kernel at associated, to
- AW + can be replaced by -
(zrt)
ift2/dist (x,W) is much smaller than one. The asymptotic relation (2)
follows by integrating with respect to over W since most points
(4t)
in W satisfy this “principle of not feeling the boundary”.
Rozenbljurn [3] pointed out that there are regions S having infinite
volume for which Z5(t) is nevertheless finite; the set S = {(x,y): iP.yJ< ji>Q
in R2 is an example of such a region. Rozenbljum, Simon and others [3-9] used
analytical techniques to find Z5(t) for t+O. It is clear that in two of the
four horns of S most points “feel the boundary”, so that if the probabilistic
techniques of Kac are used for this problem stronger estimates are required.
These were provided in [10] where the asymptotic behaviour of the partition
function was determined for a class of horn-shaped regions in R11. For example
1 et
= (, y) 0 K y < ) (3)
2.
where f(x) is a function on (Q,OD) which decreases monotonically to zero
and which is integrable at 0; for this region the Brownian bridge was
decomposed into two independent bridges. The bridge in the x - direction
obeys the principle of not feeling the boundary; in the y driection
the kernel at y for the operator L on the interval [0, f(x)]
(with Dirichlet conditions) was computed explicitly. This gave for the
diagonal element of the kernel at (x,y)
a




[ x)J Jc j y(,yt) •i/7- ,to (5)(rrt)
provided the integral in (5) converges. The proof is to be found in [10].
Subsequently Davies [11] obtained geometrical conditions on a region V
which are necessary and sufficient for Z(t) to be finite for t>0.
In this paper we use probabilistic techniques to compute Z5(t) for spiral
regions S which covers R2 except for a set of measure 0. The boundary of S is
given by (in polar coordinates)
S (, r) ° (O)O, r() cocv o o,c) . (6)
We will show that for a wide class of concave functions r(4)
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